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### Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]]
Honour School of Psychology, Philosophy, and Linguistics

### Brief note about nature of change:
Update to FHS Part I Psychology resit capped mark.

### Location of change

### Effective date
**For students starting Part I from TT 2019**
**For first examination from 2019-20**

### Detail of change
1. **PSYCHOLOGY**
   
   [2.1] **PART I**
   
   [2.28] A candidate who fails the Part I examination may retake the examination once only, in Trinity Term in the next academic year. The highest mark that can be awarded to a candidate retaking the examination is a **Pass** Third.

### Explanatory Notes
The highest mark that can currently be awarded to a candidate resitting the FHS Part I Psychology examination is a Pass. There is a risk that the highest overall classification that a candidate awarded a Pass at FHS Part I could achieve at the FHS Part II examination is an unclassified degree, so the resit mark cap is being raised to a Third.